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All attempt lian boon made here to utilize ionization energy, bond 
strength and polarizability in Town?iend breakdown criteria and to 
calculate tluj relative electric strength of gases like CO.,, CO, C2H.2,
O2, H2 and NgO. The tlieondical results have boon compared with 
the experimental vahuiS which are in good agn^oment.
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1. T h e o r y
A gas is normally an almost porf(»ct insulator, but som(^ i free electrons and ions 
are usually present. An applied electric field will consequently, result in a current 
which normally will l)(^  very feebl(\ At sufficiejitly high field strengths the cirr- 
rent is greatly increased because of th.e occurem c^i of ionization process(^s. Tl»<i 
primarj  ^ ionizing process in the gas is ionization by collision between noulial gas 
raokniules and free ekiidrons which have been ac(;(ilerated by the field and tl«,ns 
obtained the necessary ionizing energy. Thus new electron ion pairs are fornn'd 
and by this cumulative process th(? numlx^ j* (»f electrons and ions grows very 
rapidly and electron avalanches are formed.
According to Townsend theory of electrical bn^akdown the steady stat(^  (inr- 
rent flowing in a non-uniform gap is given by
0 )exp(ad)h  ~  1 -7 (ex p (a d j-l) ’
where /<, =  initial photo-electric current, 
d ~  electrode separation, 
a == primary ionization coefficient, 
y  =  generalized secondary coefficient.
Th^ electrode spacing dg at which the current becomes self-maintaining and 
independent of I  ^ is given by
d, =  a.-^
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and from this the sparking voltage Vs (~  Edg) can bo ovaluab^d. The condition 
y(6Xp(ad)-~l) =  1 roproHonts tlxo throshold for instability, and this accounts for 
the close agreement, within the limits of experimental error, between the observed, 
sparking voltage and values obtained from theory, as sliown }>y Jones (>t al (1952) 
and Dutton et al (1952). The coefficient stated b,or<^  is fn^quentjy referred as the 
generalized secondary Townsend c^X'.fficienl ol' ionization and is fnrUu r^ depen­
dent on several parameters which may be written as (Nassca* 1970)
+ y i + 7 p-\~ym^ -^ (3)
wh(»ro
a
P
yt
y
=  Coefficient of ionization by electron collision,
— Coefficient of ionization by ion collision,
^  Coefficient of emission of secondary electron owning to positive 
ion bombardment,
Coefficient of (UTiission of secondary electrons owing to pliotons 
from the gas,
=  Coefficient of emission of secondary (Jeclrons owing to metastable 
action.
Further the coefficients y,/|, y ,^ et(^ . are dependent on several factors such 
as the number of excited state owing to electron collision, coefficient of absorption, 
the number of metastable creatfxl by eloctron impatd, geometric factor, etc. 
Thus it. is evident from oq. (3) that the measurement of the coctfficient y which is 
depcuident on various iiaramoters is a difficult task. From the (uigineering pent 
of view engineers are loss interested to know the various parameters of the coeffi­
cient y, rather they are interested to know tlio sparking voltage, sparking distance, 
eJc. so as to use a particular gas to serve their purpose. The coefficient which are 
r(^adily or easily available may be used to calculates the s^parkiug voltage, sparking 
distance, ete. An ecpiation has been derived (Paul et al 1974) for the calculation 
of breakdown voltage of gases in terms of ionization potential, bond strength 
and polarizability. In this paper these parameters are usc^ d in Tow nsend equation 
to show that they are also valid in Townsend breakdown (Tit<iria which may bo 
written as
(4)
where
A, =  ionization energy, 
Aj =  bond strength,
Aj =  polarizability.
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From eq. (4) the sparking distance d, may be written as
dg =  bi(l+A2A3). ... (6)
Kno\^ing the value of dg from eq. (6) the sparkng voltage F, (=  Edg) may bo 
ealoulatf^d. Comparing oqs. (2) and (5) it may bo stated that a corresponds to 
Ai and y corresponds to (l/A.^ A^ ).
2. R esults
Taking nitrogen as unity, eq. (5) has been used to compute the relative 
electric strength of few gases at atmospheric pressure and the results obtained 
are tabulated in table 1 . The values of A^ , Ao and A., as used in calculation are 
also displayed in the same table.
Table 1
Gas Ionisation*
potential
(Al)
Bond**
strength
(Aa)
Polarisa*
ability**
(A,)
Relative 
electric 
strength 
(experimen­
tal value)
Relative
electric
strength
(calculated
value)
1 2 3 4 6 6
Ns 14.48 226 1.76 1.00 1.00
COa 14.40 126.9 2.66 0.88 0.95
CO 14.1 256.7 1.95 1,02 1.11
CaHa 11.6 194.4 3.33 1,10 1.46
Oa 13.5 118 1.60 0.85 0.82
Ha 16.6 104.2 .79 0.54 0.49
N^ O 12.9 170 3.0 1.14 1.21
♦Hodgman (1956), **Ch0 m. Syst. (1964), ♦♦♦Hirschfclder et al (1964).
It is evident from the table 1 (columns 5 and 6) that the results obtained (except 
C2H2) are in close agreement, within the limits of experimental error, between 
the observed sparking voltage and values obtained from theory. It may be 
stated here that the values of A^ , Ag, A3 usc^ d in calculation are not available in 
the same identical condition as a result of which there may be deviation from the 
experimental values.
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